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Appellate Division of the High Court — Civil Appeal No 69 of 2021 
Belinda Ang JCA, Kannan Ramesh JAD and Hoo Sheau Peng J 
26 August 2022  

6 December 2022 Judgment reserved. 

Hoo Sheau Peng J (delivering the judgment of the court):  

Introduction  

1 This is an appeal by the appellant against the decision of the High Court 

Judge (the “Judge”) in HC/S 198/2019 (“Suit 198”), dismissing his claim 

against the respondents for professional negligence. The first respondent is a 

law firm and the second respondent was its partner at the material time. The 

appellant was a former client of the respondents. 

Background 

2 The background facts are stated in the Judge’s grounds of decision in 

Gomez, Kevin Bennet v Bird & Bird ATMD LLP and another [2021] SGHC 230 

(the “GD”) at [2]–[43]. The brief facts are as follows.  
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3 In HC/S 700/2008 (“Suit 700”), the respondents acted for the appellant 

who claimed against Mr Kuhadas Vivekananda (“Mr Kuhadas”) and 

Magnetron Insurance & Financial Services Pte Ltd (“Magnetron”) for 

commissions that Magnetron had failed to pay the appellant when he was 

previously working for Magnetron. Mr Kuhadas was the managing director and 

a major shareholder of Magnetron. 

4 On 1 April and 28 April 2011, the appellant obtained default judgment 

against Mr Kuhadas and Magnetron respectively for the sum of $140,967.87 for 

“[o]ver-riding commissions” for April and May 2008, with damages to be 

assessed for “[f]ull commissions from June to July 2008”.1 Subsequently, the 

total damages owed to the appellant were assessed to be $1,226,289.70, and 

judgment for this amount was granted against Mr Kuhadas and Magnetron 

jointly and severally on 28 October 2011 (the “Judgment Sum” and the 

“October 2011 Judgment” respectively). 

5 Many events transpired in relation to the enforcement of the October 

2011 Judgment, and we highlight only the material ones. 

6 On 18 February 2012, the respondents served on Mr Kuhadas a statutory 

demand (the “First Statutory Demand”) for the Judgment Sum with interest.2 

On 20 June 2012, the respondents filed a bankruptcy application against 

Mr Kuhadas (the “First Bankruptcy Application”).3 This was withdrawn on 

 
1  ROA Vol 5 Part P at pp 3939 to 3942, 3998 to 4001. 
2  ROA Vol 3 Part A at p 198; ROA Vol 5 Part R at p 282. 
3  ROA Vol 5 Part T at pp 5048 to 5061. 
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19 July 20124 because it was filed a day or two after the First Statutory Demand 

had lapsed.5 

7 On 18 July 2012, the respondents served a second statutory demand on 

Mr Kuhadas.6 On 30 August 2012, the appellant filed a second bankruptcy 

application against Mr Kuhadas (the “Second Bankruptcy Application”).7 

Negotiations then took place between Mr Kuhadas and the second respondent 

(on behalf of the appellant), with an exchange of e-mail correspondence leading 

up to 22 February 2013 (the “Preceding Correspondence”). On 22 February 

2013 at 11.36am, the second respondent sent the following e-mail to 

Mr Kuhadas (the “22 February 2013 E-mail”):8 

Dear Sir, 

In response to your e-mail: 

1. The first tranche of S$25,000 shall be paid to us by no later 
than 1 March 2013 at 4 p.m. 

2. The second tranche of S$25,000 shall be paid to us upon sale 
of of [sic] your unit in Ballota Park, with interest at the rate of 
10% p.a. from 1 March 2013 until date of full payment. 

3. We shall continue to retain your cheque of S$50,000 as 
security for the above payment. 

4. You shall sign and return the properly and duly executed 
documents for the issuance of new Magnetron shares by today, 
4 p.m. 

In consideration of the same, our client is agreeable to withdraw 
the bankruptcy application [referring to the Second Bankruptcy 
Application] once items 1 and 4 have been done, and you have 
unequivocally given your agreement to item 3. 

 
4  ROA Vol 3 Part A at p 12 para 18. 
5  ROA Vol 3 Part G at p 200 lines 6 to 14. 
6  ROA Vol 5 Part U at pp 5293 and 5294. 
7  ROA Vol 5 Part U at pp 5376 to 5393. 
8  ROA Vol 5 Part Z at pp 6909 and 6910. 
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8 For completeness, we digress to explain the term in paragraph 4 of the 

22 February 2013 E-mail in relation to the “Magnetron shares”. Sometime in 

October 2012, certain Magnetron shares belonging to Mr Kuhadas were seized 

pursuant to a writ of seizure and sale. Mr Kuhadas claimed to have lost the share 

certificates. Therefore, paragraph 4 provided that in his capacity as director of 

Magnetron, Mr Kuhadas was to issue new “replacement” shares to facilitate the 

enforcement process. As it was, on the same day, at 3.53pm, Mr Kuhadas 

replied by e-mail, enclosing the documents for the issuance of new Magnetron 

shares and indicating his agreement to the other items.9 

9 It is not in dispute that an agreement was reached between the appellant 

and Mr Kuhadas, on the terms contained in the 22 February 2013 E-mail (the 

“22 February 2013 Agreement”). However, it is disputed whether that 

agreement constituted a full and final settlement of the Judgment Sum, and that 

became one of the primary issues before the Judge and the central issue in the 

appeal. It should be noted that Mr Kuhadas did not testify in the proceedings 

below before the Judge. However, as we will explain below (at [11]‒[12]), 

Mr Kuhadas’ position in December 2013 and thereafter in bankruptcy 

proceedings brought by the appellant against him in other courts was that the 

22 February 2013 Agreement had been a full and final settlement, and that his 

fulfilment of its terms discharged him from any further obligation to pay the 

balance of the Judgment Sum. In contrast, during that period, the appellant 

disagreed with Mr Kuhadas, and took the position that Mr Kuhadas’ fulfilment 

of the terms of the 22 February 2013 Agreement did not effect such a discharge. 

Notably, there was no negotiation on the complete discharge of the Judgment 

Sum. Instead, the negotiation was limited to the appellant withdrawing the 

Second Bankruptcy Application upon Mr Kuhadas’ fulfilment of the terms of 

 
9  ROA Vol 5 Part Z at p 6909. 
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the 22 February 2013 Agreement in order to facilitate the sale of a property at 

Ballota Park (the “Ballota Park property”) co-owned by Mr Kuhadas, his wife 

and his sister-in-law. The bankruptcy proceedings against Mr Kuhadas were an 

impediment to the sale. While this remains the respondents’ stance in these 

proceedings, the appellant has departed from his earlier position. 

10 In the event, Mr Kuhadas fulfilled the terms of the agreement, and made 

the payments amounting to $50,000. On 7 March 2013, leave was granted for 

the appellant to withdraw the Second Bankruptcy Application. The second 

respondent informed Mr Kuhadas of this on the same day by way of an e-mail 

(the “7 March 2013 E-mail”).10 

11 In November 2013, the appellant engaged a different solicitor, Mr Vijai 

Parwani (“Mr Parwani”) from Parwani Law LLC, to issue another statutory 

demand against Mr Kuhadas (the “Third Statutory Demand”).11 On 

11 December 2013, Mr Kuhadas wrote to the second respondent. Referring to 

the 7 March 2013 E-mail, he claimed that he did not know that the appellant had 

not, by the 22 February 2013 Agreement, given him an unconditional discharge 

of the Judgment Sum.12 

12 The appellant registered the October 2011 Judgment (see [4] above) in 

the Supreme Court of New South Wales on 14 February 201413 and served a 

bankruptcy notice on Mr Kuhadas on 4 March 2014 (the “Australian 

Bankruptcy Notice”).14 Mr Kuhadas successfully applied to the Federal Circuit 

 
10  ROA Vol 5 Part BB at p 7501; AWS at p 34. 
11  ROA Vol 5 Part A at pp 229 to 232; ROA Vol 3 Part E at pp 23 and 24 para 60. 
12  ROA Vol 5 Part BB at p 7497 to 7500. 
13  ROA Vol 5 Part D at p 790. 
14  ROA Vol 5 Part D at pp 791 to 794; ROA Vol 5 Part E at pp 1132. 
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Court of Australia (“FCC”) to set aside the Australian Bankruptcy Notice.15 In 

its judgment dated 30 May 2014 (the “FCC Judgment”), the FCC reasoned that 

Mr Kuhadas had at the very least “raised an arguable case that the effect of [the 

22 February 2013 Agreement] was to discharge Mr Kuhadas of his obligation 

to satisfy the [October 2011 Judgment]”.16 For the hearing before the FCC, the 

appellant was represented by his solicitor in Australia, Mr Nicholas James 

Christiansen (“Mr Christiansen”) from Sparke Helmore Lawyers. Thereafter, 

acting in person, the appellant appealed to the Federal Court of Australia 

(respectively, the “Australian Appeal” and the “FCA”). The Australian Appeal 

was dismissed on 5 June 2015,17 with the FCA adopting largely the same 

reasoning and coming to the same conclusion as the FCC. 

13 Meanwhile, on 8 April 2014, the Third Statutory Demand was served on 

Mr Kuhadas by Parwani Law LLC.18 Citing the FCC Judgment in support, 

Mr Kuhadas then applied to set aside the Third Statutory Demand.19 On 18 July 

2014, the Assistant Registrar (“AR”) dismissed the application.20 On 7 August 

2014, Parwani Law LLC filed the appellant’s third bankruptcy application 

against Mr Kuhadas (the “Third Bankruptcy Application”). However, 

Mr Kuhadas appealed against the decision of the AR dismissing his setting aside 

application. On 1 September 2014, Chan Seng Onn J (as he then was) allowed 

 
15  ROA Vol 5 Part D at pp 795 to 806. 
16  ROA Vol 5 Part E at pp 1119 para 34. 
17  ROA Vol 5 Part G at pp 1673 to 1691. 
18  ROA Vol 5 Part E at p 1213. 
19  ROA Vol 5 Part C at p 723 line 32 to p 724 line 2. 
20  ROA Vol 5 Part C at p 719. 
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the appeal and set aside the Third Statutory Demand.21 For the appeal before 

Chan J, the appellant acted in person. 

14 On 21 February 2019, the appellant commenced Suit 198 against the 

respondents, alleging professional negligence relating to the enforcement of the 

October 2011 Judgment. 

The decision below  

15 As identified by the Judge, based on the Statement of Claim 

(Amendment No 1) (the “SOC”),22 the particulars of negligence pleaded by the 

appellant concern three aspects of the second respondent’s conduct: 

(a) That the second respondent failed to apply for the taxation of 

costs of Suit 700 (see paras 10 to 12 of SOC and GD at [44(a)]). 

(b) That the second respondent had “carelessly allowed” the First 

Statutory Demand to lapse (see [6] above) and provided Mr Kuhadas 

with a “window of opportunity” to sell two of his properties, namely, 

the “Thane St Property” and the “Changi Court Property”, which were 

sold on 23 May 2012 and 29 May 2012 respectively (see paras 13 to 16 

of the SOC and GD at [44(b)]); and 

(c) That the 22 February 2013 E-mail was “poorly drafted”, failed 

to communicate the appellant’s intentions to Mr Kuhadas “more 

clearly”, and “ran contrary” to the appellant’s instructions to the second 

respondent to “allow Mr Kuhadas the freedom to sell Ballota Park 

without encumbrances, and to receive Mr Kuhadas’ share of the 

 
21  ROA Vol 5 Part C at p 727; ROA Vol 5 Part E at pp 1307 and 1308. 
22  ROA Vol 2 at pp 11 to 17. 
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proceeds (i.e. an aggregate sum of S$50,000) from the sale … and then 

to recommence bankruptcy proceedings against Mr Kuhadas so that the 

Official Assignee can investigate the sale of Thane St and Changi Court, 

among other things” (see paras 21 to 25 of the SOC and GD at [44(c)]). 

In this judgment, we refer to this as the “Negligent Drafting Claim”. 

Finally, the appellant also pleaded that the second respondent failed to 

take steps to “rectify matters when he had the chance to” (see para 31 of 

the SOC and GD at [44(c)]). 

16 As a result of “the sum of all his failures”, the second respondent caused 

the appellant loss and damage (see para 31 of the SOC). With regard to the first 

respondent, the SOC simply states that the first respondent is “vicariously liable 

for the actions of the [second respondent]” (see para 2 of the SOC).  

17 In relation to the failure to apply for taxation, the Judge found that the 

second respondent had acted in accordance with the appellant’s instructions to 

“hold off” from taxing the costs of Suit 700 (GD at [53]). In relation to the 

failure to proceed before the lapsing of the First Statutory Demand, the Judge 

found that this claim was time barred (GD at [63]). Turning to the drafting of 

the 22 February 2013 E-mail, the Judge found that the second respondent did 

not breach his duty of care in its drafting (GD at [64]). Specifically, the Judge 

found that the second respondent did not fall below the standard of care required 

of a reasonably competent and diligent solicitor (GD at [94]). It therefore 

followed that the second respondent did not, as the appellant claimed, commit 

errors in the drafting, which he then came under a duty to “rectify” afterwards 

(GD at [95]). 

18 Even if the second respondent had been negligent in drafting the 

22 February 2013 E-mail, the evidence indicated that Mr Kuhadas did not have 
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the funds or means to satisfy the entire Judgment Sum. The element of causation 

was therefore not proven by the appellant (GD at [96]‒[97]). Further, even if 

causation was established, the appellant had failed to take reasonable steps to 

mitigate his losses as he was insistent that full satisfaction of the Judgment Sum 

had to come from bankrupting Mr Kuhadas instead of exploring the alternative 

route of using Magnetron to recover funds allegedly owed by Mr Kuhadas, his 

wife and father to Magnetron and to thereafter enforce the October 2011 

Judgment against it (GD at [100] and [104]). 

19 Turning to the claim against the first respondent, the Judge noted that it 

was premised on the incorrect legal basis of vicarious liability. Instead, it should 

have been founded on s 8(4) of the Limited Liability Partnerships Act 

(Cap 163A, 2006 Rev Ed). In any event, as the appellant failed to make out his 

claim against the second respondent, the question of the liability of the first 

respondent for the act of the second respondent did not arise for the Judge’s 

determination (GD at [108]). 

20 Accordingly, the action was dismissed with costs to be paid by the 

appellant to the respondents. 

The appeal  

The appellant’s arguments  

21 In the present appeal, the appellant does not contest the Judge’s findings 

in relation to the first two aspects of the second respondent’s conduct set out at 

[15(a)] and [15(b)] above. Therefore, the appeal does not concern the first two 

aspects. 
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The Appellant’s Case 

22 It would seem to follow that the appeal should focus on the third aspect 

of the second respondent’s conduct as set out at [15(c)] above, viz, the Negligent 

Drafting Claim. However, this was left uncertain by the Appellant’s Case. 

23 To begin with, while the appellant claims that there are no new 

allegations made in the appeal, he proceeds to allege for the first time that the 

second respondent breached his duty of care in failing to inform him of the 

available options he could have pursued in Singapore following the outcome of 

the FCC Judgment (including the option of obtaining a decision in Singapore 

on the construction of the 22 February 2013 Agreement). This has caused him 

loss. We shall refer to this as the “Negligent Advice Claim”.23 

24 However, we note that there were parts of the Appellant’s Case which 

appear to concern the Negligent Drafting Claim. In relation to whether there 

was a breach of duty of care, the appellant makes the following two contentions. 

First, the appellant submits that “a lay person reading the 22 February 2013 

Agreement together with the 7 March 2013 Email would have reasonably 

concluded that he was being permanently discharged from his debt obligations 

under the 22 February 2013 Agreement”.24 Second, the appellant contends that 

in construing the 22 February 2013 Agreement, the Judge had erred in relying 

on the Preceding Correspondence (see [7] above).25 

 
23  AC at p 26 section 2.5 and para 47. 
24  AC at para 21. 
25  AC at paras 18, 22, 50 to 52. 
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Skeletal submissions  

25 In his skeletal submissions, the appellant’s submissions concern the 

Negligent Drafting Claim. 

26 He submits that based on the Preceding Correspondence, the second 

respondent should have known that Mr Kuhadas was trying to work his way 

towards a full and final settlement of his obligation to satisfy the Judgment 

Sum.26 Therefore, to safeguard the appellant’s interests, the second respondent 

should have drafted the 22 February 2013 E-mail more clearly and taken steps 

to rectify any deficiencies thereafter. In this regard, he claims that the second 

respondent should have added a phrase such as “all my client’s rights are 

expressly reserved” in the 22 February 2013 E-mail.27 The Judge therefore erred 

in finding that the second respondent did not breach his duty of care. 

27 The appellant further submits that the Judge also erred in finding that 

causation was not established, and that the appellant had not taken reasonable 

steps to mitigate his losses. However, the appellant now contends that he had 

suffered loss in the form of a loss of a chance to recover the remainder of the 

Judgment Sum.28 

Oral submissions 

28 At the hearing of the appeal, the appellant’s oral submissions were solely 

focused on yet another new claim. The appellant claims that the second 

respondent should have, by 27 February 2013, taken steps to rectify 

 
26  AWS at para 36. 
27  AWS at para 64. 
28  AWS at paras 76 to 80. 
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Mr Kuhadas’ understanding that the 22 February 2013 Agreement was a full 

discharge of his obligations to pay the Judgment Sum.29 The appellant submits 

that the second respondent’s failure to do so constituted a breach of his duty of 

care and thereby caused him loss. We shall refer to this claim as the “Negligent 

Omission Claim”. 

The respondents’ arguments  

29 In response, the respondents submit that the appellant should not be 

permitted to raise the Negligent Advice Claim on appeal as “it did not form part 

of [the appellant’s] case in the Suit”.30 Further, the respondents argue that in the 

Appellant’s Case, the appellant has not sought leave to raise a new point.31 This 

is, in their view, in contravention of O 56A r 9(5)(b) of the Rules of Court 

(2014 Rev Ed) (“ROC 2014”). Therefore, the appellant should not be permitted 

to raise this issue in the appeal. Even if the appellant applies to seek leave to 

raise this issue, such leave should not be granted. In any event, the respondents 

argue that the Negligent Advice Claim is without merit.32 

30 In respect of the Negligent Omission Claim that was only raised by the 

appellant at the hearing of the appeal, the respondents adopt the same position 

as at [29] above, submitting that it was not pleaded and only raised for the first 

time in the appellant’s oral submissions on appeal.33 

 
29  Transcript (26 August 2022) at p 7 line 26 to p 10 line 6; p 14 lines 6 to 9. 
30  RC at para 14. 
31  RC at para 15. 
32  RC at para 16. 
33  Transcript (26 August 2022) at p 25 lines 8 to 21. 
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31 As regards the Negligent Drafting Claim, the respondents submit that 

the Judge did not err in relying on the Preceding Correspondence and in arriving 

at her finding that the second respondent was not negligent in drafting the 

22 February 2013 E-mail. The respondents also adopt the Judge’s findings on 

causation and mitigation and argue that they should be upheld.34 

The issues for determination  

32 Based on the arguments as summarised above, we address all three 

claims, viz, the Negligent Advice Claim, the Negligent Drafting Claim and the 

Negligent Omission Claim. We shall deal with each claim in turn. 

33 We pause to observe that by way of AD/SUM 5/2022 (“SUM 5”), the 

appellant applied for leave to adduce five categories of documents in support of 

the appeal. On 2 June 2022, leave was not granted to adduce the Category 1, 2 

and 5 documents, but for the Category 4 documents. It was further determined 

that leave was not required to adduce the Category 3 documents.  

34 The Category 3 documents comprise e-mails exchanged after the Judge 

dismissed the appellant’s claims in Suit 198 on 30 June 2021. Pursuant to 

s 41(5) of the Supreme Court of Judicature Act 1969 (2020 Rev Ed), such 

evidence may be adduced before the Appellate Division of the High Court 

without leave. However, as set out in the Court of Appeal’s decision in BNX v 

BOE and another appeal [2018] 2 SLR 215 (“BNX”) at [97], it remains for this 

court to decide the issue of whether these e-mails should be admitted. Therefore, 

in due course, we shall rule on the admissibility of the Category 3 documents. 

We shall also briefly discuss the relevance of the Category 4 documents, the 

contents of which we briefly outline below at [89].  

 
34  RC at pp 27 to 46; RWS at pp 21 to 32. 
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Our decision  

The Negligent Advice Claim    

35 We begin with the Negligent Advice Claim. To elaborate, the appellant 

argues that the second respondent agreed to guide him in the Australian Appeal, 

which was filed against the decision of the FCC to allow Mr Kuhadas’ 

application to set aside the Australian Bankruptcy Notice.35 On that basis, the 

appellant discharged Mr Christiansen, who had represented him in the 

proceedings before the FCC (see [12] above), and thereafter relied solely on the 

second respondent’s guidance. Thus, the second respondent owed him a duty of 

care. Specifically, the scope of the second respondent’s duty included advising 

the appellant of the option of obtaining a decision in Singapore on the 

construction of the 22 February 2013 Agreement to increase his prospects of 

success in the Australian Appeal and advising the appellant of any other options 

that would have been helpful in overturning the FCC Judgment.36 In breach of 

his duty of care, the second respondent failed to do so. 

36 As noted at [29] above, the respondents object to the appellant raising 

this claim, on the basis that it did not form part of his case below. The 

respondents also argue that the appellant failed to seek leave to raise the 

Negligent Advice Claim as a new point pursuant to O 56A r 9(5)(b) of the 

ROC 2014. 

37 From our review of the pleadings, it is clear that the Negligent Advice 

Claim was not pleaded by the appellant. It is a new claim with distinct 

allegations of negligence made against the respondents. It did not form part of 

 
35  AC at para 26.  
36  AC at paras 32 and 40(iv).  
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the appellant’s case below. Being an unpleaded claim, it is not open to the 

appellant to raise it in the appeal. In order to be able to do so, the appellant must 

first have applied for and then obtained leave to amend his pleadings to 

introduce the claim. He has not done so. That aside, it is doubtful that leave 

would have been granted. We make two inter-related points. 

38 First, the Negligent Advice Claim can hardly be characterised as a new 

point within the ambit of any pleaded claim as particularised by the appellant. 

We note that in the SOC, the appellant made allegations to the effect that the 

second respondent ought to have rendered “realistic advise [sic] relating to 

strategies for enforcing the [October 2011 Judgment]”, “advised me better”  and 

“taken steps to rectify matters when he had the chance to” (see paras 4 and 31 

of the SOC). However, the material particulars pleaded in support concern the 

alleged poor wording of the 22 February 2013 E-mail and the lack of steps taken 

to clarify the purported deficiencies of that e-mail (see paras 21 to 31 of the 

SOC). The particulars of negligence did not extend to the second respondent’s 

failure to inform him of the available options he could have pursued in 

Singapore following the FCC Judgment (including the option of obtaining a 

decision in Singapore on the construction of the 22 February 2013 Agreement). 

Once again, we reiterate that these are distinct allegations of negligence giving 

rise to a new claim in negligence. In other words, the Negligent Advice Claim 

is not a new point within an existing claim and so O 56A r 9(5)(b) is not relevant 

and could not have assisted the appellant even if he had attempted to seek leave 

under that provision: see Wei Ho-Hung v Lyu Jun [2022] SGHC(A) 30 at [25]. 

39 Second, if this claim had been pleaded by the appellant, there would 

have been evidence adduced and submissions made by the parties, and findings 

made by the court below on the issues raised. It would therefore be untenable 

for a court hearing the appeal to entertain this new claim with such gaps, as to 
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do so would be prejudicial to the respondents who did not have an opportunity 

to meet it below. The Negligent Advice Claim therefore cannot be raised for 

determination in this appeal. Indeed, we note that in JWR Pte Ltd v Edmond 

Pereira Law Corp and another [2020] 2 SLR 744 at [32], the Court of Appeal 

cautioned that the conduct of raising a new case is an abuse of the appeal 

process.  

40 We would add that this is not the appellant’s first attempt to raise new 

and unpleaded allegations of negligence. At [105] and [107] of the GD, the 

Judge highlighted other instances of unpleaded allegations of negligence put 

forward by the appellant in his written submissions and also in his cross-

examination of the second respondent. The allegations were rightly disregarded 

by the Judge. Citing V Nithia (co-administratrix of the estate of Ponnusamy 

Sivapakiam, deceased) v Buthmanaban s/o Vaithilingam and another [2015] 5 

SLR 1442 at [38], the Judge made the important point that generally, parties are 

bound by their pleadings, and the court is precluded from deciding on a matter 

that the parties have not put into issue (GD at [106]).  

41 Given the Judge’s clear exposition in the GD, it appears to us that the 

appellant is well aware that he should not be raising unpleaded allegations on 

appeal. Indeed, as mentioned above at [23] above, in the Appellant’s Case, he 

asserts that he would not raise any new allegations on appeal. Unfortunately, 

this is precisely what he proceeded to do by introducing the Negligent Advice 

Claim. We therefore reject the appellant’s attempt to introduce the unpleaded 

Negligent Advice Claim, and disregard all the arguments raised in relation to it. 

The Negligent Drafting Claim  

42 Next, we turn to the issues surrounding the Negligent Drafting Claim. 
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Duty of care 

43 It is settled law that in carrying out the work instructed by a client, a 

solicitor is expected to exercise the care and skill of a reasonably competent 

solicitor in discharging his duties under his retainer (Lie Hendri Rusli v Wong 

Tan & Molly Lim (a firm) [2004] 4 SLR(R) 594 at [42]). It is therefore not 

disputed that the second respondent had owed such a duty of care to the 

appellant. 

Breach of duty of care  

44 We turn to consider the question of whether the second respondent had 

breached this duty of care. The Judge identified the key question before her as 

whether, in drafting the 22 February 2013 E-mail in the terms that he did, the 

second respondent was guilty of any error which no reasonably competent 

solicitor would have made. In other words, the material issue was whether the 

second respondent had failed to discharge the standard of care expected of a 

reasonably competent and diligent solicitor in the drafting of the 22 February 

2013 E-mail (GD at [70] and [87]). This, the Judge said, should be assessed in 

the light of the circumstances at that time, and not with the benefit of hindsight 

(GD at [69]). We do not see the appellant challenging these parts of the Judge’s 

decision. 

45 Significantly, the Judge noted that she was not required to arrive at a 

conclusive finding as to whether the 22 February 2013 Agreement discharged 

Mr Kuhadas of any further obligation in relation to the Judgment Sum in order 

to answer the question of whether the second respondent had breached his duty 

of care (GD at [87]). This brings us neatly to the first argument made by the 

appellant as set out at [24] above. Disputing the approach taken by the Judge, 

he argues that the 22 February 2013 Agreement should be construed to be a full 
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and final settlement of the Judgment Sum. In support, he claims that “[t]his was 

the point made by three senior judges”, the judges of the FCC and the FCA as 

well as Chan J.37 We also note that in his Reply (Amendment No 2) (“Reply”), 

the appellant asserted that the second respondent “caused a full and final 

settlement of the Singapore Judgment [referring to the October 2011 

Judgment]” (see para 6 of the Reply), and that “the courts in Singapore and 

Australia have construed the [22 February 2013 Agreement] to be a full and 

final settlement of the [October 2011 Judgment].” (see para 20 of the Reply). 

Along a similar vein, the appellant contends in this appeal that Chan J’s decision 

to set aside the Third Bankruptcy Application “is res judicata”.38 

46  In response, the respondents submit that “both literal and contextual 

interpretation of the 22 February 2013 E-mail show that parties’ agreement 

related only to the withdrawal of the Second Bankruptcy Application, and was 

not intended to constitute a full and final settlement of the Judgment Sums”.39 

The respondents thus urge that the Judge’s “construction of the 22 February 

2013 Email” be upheld.40 

47 We disagree with the parties’ positions. Contrary to the appellant’s 

contentions, we agree with the Judge that in deciding the key question set out at 

[44] above, it was not necessary for her to adjudicate on the legal effect of the 

22 February 2013 Agreement. This is because the issue before her was what a 

reasonably competent solicitor in discharging his duties would have done in 

drafting the 22 February 2013 E-mail. As for the respondents, they appear to 

 
37  AC at para 21. 
38  AC at para 2.5.1. 
39  RC at para 72. 
40  RC at para 72. 
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have misunderstood the Judge’s reasoning, labouring under the wrong 

impression that the Judge has made a determination of the legal effect the 

22 February 2013 Agreement and that it related only to the withdrawal of the 

Second Bankruptcy Application. As we have sought to explain, contrary to the 

respondents’ arguments, the Judge did not find that the 22 February 2013 

Agreement discharged Mr Kuhadas’s obligation to pay the Judgment Sum. She 

did not have to. It follows therefore that the Judge left open the question of the 

legal effect of the 22 February 2013 Agreement. In this connection, the parties 

have provided us with no reason at all to fault the Judge’s approach not to rule 

on the construction of the 22 February 2013 Agreement for the purposes of 

determining breach. In our view, the approach was not wrong in principle.  

48 We turn to deal with the appellant’s reliance on the findings made by the 

FCC and the FCA on the construction of the 22 February 2013 Agreement. 

49 In Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp (formerly known as Merck & Co, Inc) v 

Merck KGaA (formerly known as E Merck) [2021] 1 SLR 1102 at [25] (“Merck 

Sharp”), the Court of Appeal held that foreign judgments are capable of giving 

rise to issue estoppel (“transnational issue estoppel”). There are three elements 

to be met. The first element of transnational issue estoppel is the existence of a 

foreign judgment that is capable of being recognised in the jurisdiction in which 

issue estoppel is invoked. This means that the foreign judgment in question must 

be a final and conclusive decision on the merits by a court of competent 

jurisdiction that has transnational jurisdiction over the party sought to be bound, 

and there must be no defences to the recognition of the judgment (Merck Sharp 

at [35]). The second and third elements of transnational issue estoppel are 

identity of issues and identity of parties respectively. In considering the element 

of identity of issues, care will be needed in determining: (a) what was actually 

decided by the foreign court and whether the specific issue that is said to be the 
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subject matter of an issue estoppel was necessary, as opposed to merely 

collateral, to the foreign judgment; (b) whether the foreign court’s decision on 

that specific issue was final and conclusive; and (c) whether the party against 

whom the estoppel is invoked had the occasion or opportunity to raise that 

specific issue, or whether it was foreclosed from doing so (Merck Sharp at [40]).  

50 Applying the above requirements, these findings do not bind the 

Singapore courts in the context of the present proceedings for two reasons. 

51 First, we agree with the Judge (GD at [68]) that issue estoppel does not 

arise because the parties to the present proceedings are clearly not the same as 

the parties in the Australian proceedings (Merck Sharp at [40]). 

52 Second, the findings made by the FCC on the construction of the 

22 February 2013 Agreement, which was largely upheld by the FCA (see [12] 

above), are not strictly necessary to its decision on Mr Kuhadas’ application to 

set aside the Australian Bankruptcy Notice. As noted by the Judge (GD at [36] 

and [67]), the FCC held, inter alia, that Mr Kuhadas had at the very least “raised 

an arguable case that the effect of [the 22 February 2013 Agreement] was to 

discharge Mr Kuhadas of his obligation to satisfy the [October 2011 Judgment]” 

[emphasis added]. The FCC also held that, even though the October 2011 

Judgment had been registered in Australia pursuant to the Foreign Judgments 

Act 1991 (Cth), it was nonetheless open to the court to examine whether there 

were substantial reasons for challenging the registration.41 This was the real 

question before the FCC, and it was to this end that the FCC considered the 

effect of the 22 February 2013 Agreement. Thus, in our view, this holding 

sufficed for the Australian Bankruptcy Notice, which had been obtained based 

 
41  ROA Vol 5 Part E at pp 1119 para 34. 
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on the October 2011 Judgment, to be set aside and it therefore was not necessary 

for the FCC to have made the finding, which it did, that the 22 February 2013 

Agreement “released Mr Kuhadas from his obligation to satisfy the [remainder 

of the Judgment Sum]”. The same point can be made as regards the observations 

of the FCA which were on similar terms. 

53 In addition, we observe that the FCC did not have a complete picture of 

the available evidence, as compared to that adduced before us. In the Australian 

Appeal, the FCA noted that the appellant attempted to adduce further evidence 

comprising:42 

(a) The full set of 19 emails exchanged between Mr Boey 
and Mr Kuhadas leading to the emails of 22 February 
2013; 

(b) Transaction reports said to relate to Mr Kuhadas’ 
disposal of assets in Singapore ‘thus negating the 
effectiveness of the 1st BA’ (a reference to bankruptcy 
proceedings against Mr Kuhadas in Singapore that were 
withdrawn by Mr Gomez); 

(c) An email communication between Mr Kuhadas and his 
travel agent dated 8 December 2012. 

The FCA refused to receive this further evidence because they were available 

to be tendered at the hearing before the FCC and the appellant could not 

satisfactorily explain why he did not do so.43 At the hearing before us, the 

appellant explained that it was his Australian solicitors who advised him against 

tendering some of those supporting documents.44 Be that as it may, it seemed to 

us that, as regards the construction of the 22 February 2013 Agreement, the 

undisclosed documents would have served to provide the FCC and the FCA 

 
42  ROA Vol 5 Part G at p 1681 para 14. 
43  ROA Vol 5 Part G at p 1684 para 27. 
44  Transcript, 26 Aug 2022, p 12 lines 14‒23.  
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with the context in which the 22 February 2013 E-mail was written. Since the 

FCC and the FCA did not have the benefit of those documents, we are cautious 

about relying on their findings in relation to the construction of the 22 February 

2013 Agreement. 

54 This leaves us with the question of the effect of Chan J’s decision. In 

setting aside the Third Statutory Demand under r 98(2)(b) of the Bankruptcy 

Rules (2002 Rev Ed) then in force, the question before Chan J was whether 

there was a substantial dispute as to the debt. This was similar to the issue before 

the FCC and the FCA. In our view, for the purpose of the appeal against the 

AR’s decision to not set aside the Third Statutory Demand (see [13] above), 

Chan J would only have determined that there was a triable issue as to the debt. 

There is certainly no indication that he construed the 22 February 2013 

Agreement to be a full and final settlement of the Judgment Sum. Therefore, we 

also agree with the Judge that Chan J’s decision is not “probative of negligence” 

on the part of the second respondent in drafting the 22 February 2013 E-mail 

(GD at [90]). Chan J’s decision therefore does not assist the appellant’s case.  

55 Moreover, it appears that even the appellant had previously believed that 

Chan J’s decision had the limited legal consequences that we have set out above. 

After the Third Statutory Demand was set aside on 1 September 2014, the 

appellant believed that he had other means of enforcing the remainder of the 

Judgment Sum against Mr Kuhadas. On 7 September 2014, the appellant sent 

an e-mail to Mr Kuhadas, which states as follows:45 

Dear Mr. Kuhadas, 

Your email refers. 

Bankruptcy proceedings 

 
45  RSCB at pp 83 to 85. 
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1. I have re-appointed Messrs Parwani Law LLP to look into the 
legal basis for challenging the decision of the Honourable 
Justice Chan Seng Onn. ... 

... 

Clarifying the effect of the Judgment on 1 September 2014 

5. The Judgment dated 1 September 2014 only allows the 
Statutory Demand to be set aside. It does not go behind or 
invalidate the judgment debt itself. 

6. In the circumstances, I am exploring other ways of enforcing 
the judgment debt which has been obtained against you. 

... 

[emphasis added] 

Hence, the appellant’s submission now that the issues raised before Chan J are 

res judicata and the remainder of the Judgment Sum is therefore unenforceable 

as a result of the 22 February 2013 Agreement,46 is clearly inconsistent with his 

prior belief to the contrary. At the hearing, the appellant attempted to explain 

this inconsistency by characterising the above e-mail as “nothing more than an 

empty threat” to Mr Kuhadas.47 We are unpersuaded by this explanation and are 

of the view that the appellant’s reliance on Chan J’s decision is disingenuous. 

56 With that, we move on to the appellant’s second argument set out at [24] 

above that in construing the 22 February 2013 Agreement, the Judge had erred 

in referring to the Preceding Correspondence because: (a) they “do not clarify 

the context of the 22 February 2013 Agreement”;48 and (b) they were made on 

a without prejudice basis.49 Also, it is unclear if the appellant contends that the 

 
46  AC at para 55. 
47  Transcript (26 August 2022) at p 36 lines 6 to 13. 
48  AC at para 22.  
49  AC at para 18.  
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“22 February 2013 Agreement” contravenes the parol evidence rule50 or that the 

Judge’s reference to the Preceding Correspondence contravenes the same.51 

Reading his argument charitably, we take it that he means the latter. We will 

deal with these points in turn. We note that the crux of the argument here is that 

the Judge erred in relying on the Preceding Correspondence in arriving at her 

finding that the second respondent did not breach the duty of care. Thus, this is 

a convenient moment to turn to also consider whether on all the facts and 

circumstances, the Judge was wrong in determining that the second respondent 

did not breach his duty of care in the drafting of the 22 February 2013 E-mail. 

57 As clarified by the Judge, the examination of the Preceding 

Correspondence was only to determine the key question of whether the second 

respondent had breached the standard of care, and not to construe the 

22 February 2013 Agreement (GD at [87]). In any event, as the Judge correctly 

stated (GD at [72]), in considering whether an agreement (like the 22 February 

2013 Agreement) amounted to a settlement agreement, the court would have to 

consider the context in which the agreement was arrived at, including the 

preceding negotiations between the parties. The Judge also highlighted that if 

an agreement between parties is intended to embody a settlement or 

compromise, it is prudent for the parties to clearly provide for this in the 

agreement. If this is not done, the court will have to construe the contract 

objectively, having regard to the relevant terms in the context in which they 

were arrived at and the substance of the contract (Man Financial (S) Pte Ltd 

(formerly known as E D & F Man International (S) Pte Ltd) v Wong Bark Chuan 

David [2008] 1 SLR (R) 663 (“Man Financial”) at [40]). In our view, given the 

state of the law as set out by the Court of Appeal in Man Financial, the Judge 

 
50  AC at para 52. 
51  AC at para 50. 
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did not err in relying on the Preceding Correspondence to understand the context 

of the 22 February 2013 Agreement, to allow her to determine the material issue 

in question as to whether the second respondent breached his duty of care. 

58 The argument that the Preceding Correspondence is protected by 

without prejudice privilege is without merit. We agree with the respondents that, 

since these documents were included in the affidavits of evidence-in-chief of 

the appellant and the second respondent and formed part of the Agreed Bundle 

of Documents for trial, any without prejudice privilege had been waived by the 

appellant.52 

59 We turn to the appellant’s contention that the Judge’s reference to the 

Preceding Correspondence contravenes s 93 of the Evidence Act (Cap 97, 

1997 Rev Ed) and the parol evidence rule set out at [29] of Sandar Aung v 

Parkway Hospitals Singapore Pte Ltd (trading as Mount Elizabeth Hospital) 

and another [2007] 2 SLR(R) 891.53 It is clear to us that the Judge relied on the 

correspondence for context and not to introduce any terms to the 22 February 

2013 Agreement (GD at [77]–[87]). Therefore, there is no contravention of the 

parol evidence rule. 

60 We turn next to the appellant’s argument that “from [Mr Kuhadas’] 

perspective”, the 22 February 2013 Agreement “had released him from his debt 

obligations under Suit 700”.54 According to the appellant, the second respondent 

should have known from the Preceding Correspondence that Mr Kuhadas was 

trying to work his way towards a full and final settlement. Despite this, the 

 
52  RC at paras 52‒53. 
53  RC at para 54. 
54  AWS at para 15. 
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second respondent did not draft the 22 February 2013 E-mail clearly to address 

this. To safeguard the appellant’s interest, the second respondent should have 

clarified the nature of the agreement. It was not for Mr Kuhadas to state his 

intention clearly. If the agreement was poorly drafted, “it is reasonable to 

assume that Mr. Kuhadas would proceed with the agreement on the basis that it 

conferred an additional benefit to him”.55 

61 This argument relies on the Preceding Correspondence to fault the 

Judge’s reasoning. This contradicts the appellant’s position in his Appellant’s 

Case that the Preceding Correspondence should not be considered (see [24] 

above). In any event, at this juncture, it is important to emphasise that in relation 

to findings of facts made by the trial court, the appellate court intervenes only 

in narrowly circumscribed circumstances. In particular, a trial judge’s findings 

of fact would not be disturbed unless they are plainly wrong or against the 

weight of the evidence (Tat Seng Machine Movers Pte Ltd v Orix Leasing 

Singapore Ltd [2009] 4 SLR(R) 1101 at [41]). Based on the appellant’s 

submissions, we are unpersuaded that the Judge was plainly wrong or that the 

findings she reached were against the weight of the evidence. In fact, we are of 

the view that the findings are well supported by the detailed reasons provided 

by the Judge (GD at [71]–[94]). 

62 As the Judge fairly noted, it is true that the 22 February 2013 E-mail did 

not expressly reserve the appellant’s rights in relation to the balance of the 

Judgment Sum and interest (GD at [92]). However, it should be noted that the 

22 February 2013 E-mail also did not contain a provision that it constitutes a 

full and final settlement of the Judgment Sum. 

 
55  AWS at para 43. 
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63 Having examined the Preceding Correspondence, the Judge found that, 

some time prior to entering into the 22 February 2013 Agreement, on 2 January 

2013, there had been a clear rebuff by the appellant of the option to accept from 

Mr Kuhadas a part payment in full and final settlement of the Judgment Sum 

(GD at [77]). Further, an e-mail on 21 January 2013 by Mr Kuhadas showed 

that the $50,000 payment was offered as the amount his sister-in-law was 

willing to lend him to persuade the appellant to “drop” the bankruptcy 

application and to let the sale of the Ballota Park property go ahead smoothly 

so that the sister-in-law can get back her CPF monies which were invested in 

the property. In the e-mail, Mr Kuhadas did not state that the payment of 

$50,000 was meant to be a full and final settlement of the Judgment Sum. In his 

reply to Mr Kuhadas’ e-mail, the second respondent sought more information 

about the intended sale of the Ballota Park property, so that the appellant could 

decide whether to withdraw the Second Bankruptcy Application. Again, there 

was no mention of a full and final settlement of Mr Kuhadas’ liability under the 

October 2011 Judgment for the Judgment Sum (GD at [79]). We should 

highlight that although Mr Kuhadas did not have legal representation at the time 

in his communications with the second respondent, Mr Kuhadas appeared 

aware of the significance of such a term. To reiterate, he had previously 

discussed this as an option with the second respondent. 

64 Given the state of the law and on the materials available, the Judge found 

that there was sufficient basis for a reasonably competent and diligent solicitor 

to take the view that as drafted, the 22 February 2013 E-mail went no further 

than documenting the parties’ agreement for the withdrawal of the Second 

Bankruptcy Application in order to facilitate the sale of the Ballota Park 

property (GD at [88]). Based on a review of the facts and circumstances, we do 

not see any basis to disturb the Judge’s findings that the second respondent was 
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not negligent in the drafting of the 22 February 2013 E-mail, and so thereafter, 

he came under no duty to rectify any deficiencies. 

Causation 

65 Having reached this view, strictly, we need not deal with the other 

elements of negligence. However, for completeness, we set out our observations 

on the Judge’s comments on issue of causation. Proceeding on the assumption 

that there was negligent drafting by the second respondent, the Judge found that 

it was not possible to conclude that but for the alleged negligence, the appellant 

would probably have been able to recover the entire Judgment Sum from 

Mr Kuhadas. This was because Mr Kuhadas did not have “funds or means 

available to pay up the entire judgment sum” (GD at [96] and [97]). 

66 While we agree with the Judge that the appellant has failed to establish 

causation, with respect, we doubt that the Judge’s analysis of that issue is 

correct. At the heart of the appellant’s claim is that as a result of the second 

respondent’s breach in concluding the 22 February 2013 Agreement, the 

appellant could no longer take any further steps to enforce the October 2011 

Judgment. In other words, as pleaded, the appellant’s grievance is that the 

22 February 2013 Agreement prevented subsequent action being taken to 

enforce the October 2011 Judgment because it was a full and final settlement of 

the Judgment Sum. 

67 Therefore, to successfully establish factual causation, the appellant must 

prove that the 22 February 2013 Agreement has that legal effect. In this regard, 

no conclusive construction of the 22 February 2013 Agreement has been made 

by any court at any time. For the reasons set out above at [48]–[55], reliance on 

the decisions of Chan J, the FCC and the FCA do not assist the appellant. Based 
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on the events that transpired, the most that can be said is that the 22 February 

2013 Agreement had prevented the appellant from bankrupting Mr Kuhadas in 

the Australian proceedings and by way of the Third Bankruptcy Application 

(see [12]‒[13] above). The appellant has not shown that the legal effect of the 

22 February 2013 Agreement is such that he was prevented from taking any 

other enforcement action. That issue has not been determined. Therefore, for 

reasons different from those given by the Judge, we agree that the appellant has 

failed to establish causation. 

Proof of loss or loss of chance  

68 With that said, we return to the Judge’s observation about Mr Kuhadas’ 

impecuniosity. In our view, when the Judge proceeded on the basis that there 

was a breach of the duty, she made a further assumption of proof of causation 

in the appellant’s favour. Should causation be proven, we think that 

Mr Kuhadas’ impecuniosity would relate to the issue of proof of loss. To 

reiterate, the appellant’s claim is that because of the 22 February 2013 

Agreement, he could no longer enforce the remainder of the Judgment Sum 

against Mr Kuhadas. Hence, he suffered loss for that amount.  

69 On the premise that causation had been proven, the appellant would then 

have to prove on a balance of probabilities that through enforcement action, he 

would have recovered the remainder of the Judgment Sum from Mr Kuhadas. 

This is where Mr Kuhadas’ impecuniosity could have featured; it could have 

undermined the appellant’s contention that he would have obtained full 

recovery of what is owed to him from Mr Kuhadas.  

70 Relatedly, we note that in the appellant’s skeletal submissions, he argues 

that the loss caused was the loss of a chance to recover the remainder of the 
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Judgment Sum from Mr Kuhadas (see [27] above).56 Specifically, the appellant 

argues as follows:57 

Loss of chance 

76. In its evaluation of the loss of chance, the Court will 
evaluate whether there was a real and substantial loss of 
chance or whether it was a speculative one. 

77. It is humbly submitted that Mr. Kuhadas has sufficient 
assets … to satisfy the entire judgment debt with interest. 
However, recovery of the judgment debt is not possible due to the 
estoppel of further enforcement proceedings against Mr. 
Kuhadas. In the circumstances, the loss of chance is a real and 
substantial one. The claim against the Respondents, therefore, 
is for compensation for the sums that I would have had a 
legitimate right to claim against Mr. Kuhadas if the judgment 
debt was still good. 

[emphasis added]  

71 We note that this marks a shift from the appellant’s pleaded position 

where he claims as loss caused to him the remainder of the Judgment Sum (see 

[68] above). The appellant did not plead, and it was not his case below, that he 

lost the chance to recover the remainder of the Judgment Sum from 

Mr Kuhadas.58 A loss of chance claim requires facts to be adduced on the 

various factors that go towards the assessment of that chance, and must therefore 

be pleaded. We therefore reject this new claim for the same reasons stated above 

at [37]–[41]. 

72 In any event, the appellant’s arguments remain centred on “the estoppel 

of further enforcement proceedings against Mr Kuhadas”. As we have 

addressed above, there is no determination as yet that the 22 February 2013 

 
56  AWS at paras 76 to 80. 
57  AWS at paras 76 and 77. 
58  ROA Vol 2 at pp 11 to 17. 
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Agreement has the effect of a full and final settlement of the Judgment Sum. 

Therefore, there is no merit to the appellant’s arguments.  

Mitigation of loss 

73 While it is unnecessary to consider the issue of mitigation of loss, we 

pause to observe that we would not have been inclined to agree with the Judge 

that the appellant had insufficiently mitigated his loss. 

74 It is trite law that a plaintiff owes a duty to mitigate his loss in respect of 

his claim in negligence. In Cristian Priwisata Yacob and another v Wibowo 

Boediono and another and another suit [2017] SGHC 8 (“Cristian Priwisata 

Yacob”) at [310] (cited with approval in Pilgrim Private Debt Fund v Asian 

Appraisal Company Pte Ltd [2022] SGHC 10 at [215]), the court summarised 

the applicable principles as follows: 

(a) a claimant should use its resources to do what is reasonable to 

put itself into as good a position as if the tort had not been committed; 

(b) if the defendant is able to show that the claimant had failed to do 

so, the loss claimable by the claimant would be reduced accordingly; 

and 

(c) the standard of conduct expected of the claimant in mitigation is 

generally not a high one since the defendant is the wrongdoer. 

75 In the decision below, the Judge found that the appellant had failed to 

take all reasonable steps to mitigate his loss (GD at [100]). The Judge reasoned 

that since Magnetron was jointly and severally liable with Mr Kuhadas for the 

Judgment Sum, and since the appellant had control of Magnetron, which 

Mr Kuhadas, his wife and his father owed monies to, it was open for the 
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appellant to use Magnetron to recover those monies owed to it in a fresh action, 

and once that was done, the appellant could enforce the October 2011 Judgment 

against Magentron (GD at [101] and [103]). Furthermore, the second respondent 

had even offered to have the first respondent take on the matter pro bono, such 

that the appellant would only have to pay for disbursements and not legal fees 

(GD at [101]). The Judge therefore found the appellant’s refusal to consider this 

option as an unreasonable position to take as regards mitigation of loss (GD at 

[102]), especially in view of the evidence which showed that the appellant’s 

refusal was motivated by his obsession with bankrupting Mr Kuhadas (GD at 

[104]). 

76 With respect, we disagree with this finding, which is in our view, too 

onerous a burden to place on the appellant. It is unclear to us how it can be said 

that the steps outlined by the respondents could be regarded as reasonable for 

the appellant to have taken in mitigation. Presumably, the option that was 

available to the appellant was to use Magnetron to commence an action against 

Mr Kuhadas, his wife and his father for siphoning monies from Magnetron. This 

is by no means a straightforward process. Whether a cause of action was 

available was unclear though there were references to evidence of monies being 

siphoned away. Such an action would entail investigations into the financial 

affairs of Magnetron, and the circumstances surrounding the amounts 

purportedly taken by Mr Kuhadas, his wife and his father out of Magnetron. 

There is also no guarantee that there would be recovery even if the appellant 

were successful in pursuing this option. Indeed, on the respondents’ case, 

Mr Kuhadas was not a man of means which the appellant did not appear to have 

successfully challenged. In our view, it is therefore difficult to conclude that the 

appellant should have been placed with a burden to pursue a rather difficult 

option in the interest of mitigating his loss stemming from a sum that he was 
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already entitled to. This is the case even if the appellant could have been 

represented pro bono. As noted in Cristian Priwisata Yacob, the standard 

expected of the claimant is not a high one. 

Conclusion on the Negligent Drafting Claim 

77 To sum up, we agree with the Judge that the second respondent is not 

liable for negligence in respect of the Negligent Drafting Claim. 

The Negligent Omission Claim 

78 We now turn to address the Negligent Omission Claim. As stated above 

at [28], the appellant claims that the second respondent should have, by 

27 February 2013, taken steps to rectify Mr Kuhadas’ understanding that the 

22 February 2013 Agreement was a full discharge of his obligations to pay the 

Judgment Sum.59 On this basis, he alleges that the breach in respect of the 

Negligent Omission Claim occurred on 27 February 2013.  

79 In support of his submission, the appellant relies on an e-mail sent by 

Mr Kuhadas to the second respondent on 26 February 2013. In that e-mail, 

Mr Kuhadas stated, inter alia, that “[i]nconsideration [sic] as stated in the same 

email of 22 Feb 2013, [the appellant] will withdraw the Bankruptcy application 

and I must add unconditionally and indefinitely” and “[a]las, finally this great 

legal drama can be put to rest and many thanks to [the appellant’s mother] and 

[the appellant] for their decision and all of us can now get on with on respective 

life”.60 On the appellant’s view, these remarks suggest that Mr Kuhadas 

understood the 22 February 2013 Agreement to be a full discharge of his 

 
59  Transcript (26 August 2022) at p 7 line 26 to p 8 line 5; p 14 lines 6 to 9. 
60  ROA Vol 5 Part AA at p 7023; Transcript (26 August 2022) at p 8 line 20 to p 9 line 

28; p 13 lines 13 to 21. 
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obligations to pay the Judgment Sum. The appellant argues that the second 

respondent should have questioned why Mr Kuhadas made these remarks. The 

second respondent should have known that “Mr Kuhadas is a layperson and ... 

also a slippery fish [who] will twist and turn things”, and therefore, he should 

have taken steps to correct Mr Kuhadas’ understanding.61 However, the second 

respondent did not do so because he merely replied to Mr Kuhadas on 

27 February 2013, inter alia, as follows:62 

Upon clearance with my [accounts] staff that the funds have 
been received, we will withdraw the bankruptcy application 
unconditionally. Your phrase ‘indefinitely’ is not conceptually 
applicable from a legal perspective, since once the application 
is withdrawn, it no longer exists. 

In the appellant’s view, this is where the second respondent had breached his 

duty of care owed to the appellant. Flowing from the above, the appellant 

submits that the negligence caused him the loss of a chance to recover the 

remainder of the Judgment Sum – similar to his submission in the context of the 

Negligent Drafting Claim (see [70] above). 

80 The Negligent Omission Claim is a new claim taken up by the appellant 

only during oral submissions. Like the Negligent Advice Claim, this claim was 

not pleaded. For the same reasons we have stated above at [37]–[41] and [71], 

we reject the appellant’s attempt to introduce this new claim during oral 

submissions and his reliance on loss of chance. 

81 While the above conclusion is sufficient to dispose of the present issue, 

we shall briefly address the merits of the appellant’s claim, especially since at 

 
61  Transcript (26 August 2022) at p 8 line 21 to p 10 line 13. 
62  ROA Vol 5 Part AA at p 7023; Transcript (26 August 2022) at p 9 lines 21 to 28. 
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the hearing of the appeal, the appellant indicated that his final position is to 

focus on this claim (rather than all the other claims raised previously). 

82 We have concluded above at [77] that the appellant could not prove that 

the second respondent should be held liable for the Negligent Drafting Claim. 

It follows that the second respondent had discharged his duty of care owed to 

the appellant in drafting the 22 February 2013 E-mail, ie, that the second 

respondent had met the standard of a reasonably competent solicitor in doing 

so. In other words, the second respondent did not fail to meet this standard of 

care in the drafting of that e-mail. Hence, as the Judge found, subsequent to 

22 February 2013, there was no duty on the part of the second respondent to 

rectify any deficiencies (GD at [95]). Further, the e-mails exchanged after 

22 February 2013 were of no consequence. To put it in another way, the 

agreement was reached on 22 February 2013, and the e-mails which were 

exchanged subsequent to that date would not alter the legal effect of the 

agreement. In respect of the Negligent Omission Claim, the sole inquiry is 

similarly whether the second respondent had met the requisite standard in 

drafting the 22 February 2013 E-mail. Therefore, the appellant’s claim that the 

breach in respect of the Negligent Omission Claim occurred on 27 February 

2013 must necessarily fail. 

Conclusion on the negligence claim 

83 For the above reasons, the appellant’s claim in negligence against the 

second respondent, which is premised on various claims from a constantly 

changing case, is not established. In view of this, the liability of the first 

respondent does not arise for consideration. We therefore do not see any reason 

to disturb the Judge’s decision below. 
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Admissibility of the Category 3 documents  

84 It leaves us then to deal with the admissibility of the Category 3 

documents (see [33] above). To elaborate, the Category 3 documents comprise 

e-mails between the appellant and the respondents’ then solicitors, Messrs 

A.Ang Seah & Hoe, in the period between 1 July 2021 and 5 July 2021. 

85 As pointed out by the Court of Appeal in BNX (see [34] above) at [97] 

and [99], in deciding whether evidence arising after the delivery of a decision 

of the court below should be admitted, the appellate court considers whether 

such further evidence would have a perceptible impact on the decision (and 

hence should be admitted) and its principal concern is with securing the interests 

of justice. In considering whether such evidence should be admitted, the court 

should: (a) ascertain what the relevant matters are, of which evidence is sought 

to be given, and ensure that these are matters that occurred after the trial or the 

hearing below; (b) satisfy itself that the evidence of these matters is at least 

potentially material to the issues in the appeal; and (c) satisfy itself that the 

material at least appears to be credible. 

86 The Category 3 documents show that in early July 2021, the appellant 

had approached Messrs A.Ang Seah & Hoe for assistance on a pro bono basis 

with filing a fourth bankruptcy application against Mr Kuhadas, but this was 

rejected by the firm. The e-mails suggest that in 2015, the firm had extended 

such an offer of assistance, which the appellant attempted in July 2021 to accept 

belatedly. The appellant explains that this e-mail shows: (a) “how direct 

enforcement actions against Mr. Kuhadas have been limited and that ‘any claim 

through Magnetron is no longer feasible, as it has been struck off’” [emphasis 

in original]; and (b) that he had attempted to extract some form of settlement 

and professional assistance from the respondents after his claim was dismissed 
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“in the hopes of avoiding the high costs and uncertainties associated with 

litigation”.63 

87 Based on the contents of the Category 3 documents, it is evident to us 

that these matters are not relevant to the appeal, and that the evidence of these 

matters is not material to any of the issues herein. As the respondents rightly 

submit, in so far as the appellant claims that the documents show that he has, 

since the decision of the Judge below was rendered, been unable to recover the 

Judgment Sum through Magnetron, this is simply not relevant to the issues at 

hand.64 We reiterate that we agree with the appellant that it would in any event 

be too onerous to expect him to pursue recovery through Magnetron (see [76] 

above), and so we do not see the relevance of the point which the appellant 

claims the Category 3 documents make. As regards the appellant’s claim that 

the Category 3 documents show that he had attempted to negotiate a settlement 

between the parties post-decision, that must plainly be irrelevant to the appeal 

as well. 

88 Indeed, from our analysis above on the substance of the appeal, it must 

be abundantly clear that the Category 3 documents would not matter in the 

appeal. We therefore hold that these documents should not be admitted.  

Relevance of the Category 4 documents  

89 As for the Category 4 documents, they comprise documents relating to 

11 Jalan Melor Singapore 368846 (the “Jalan Melor Property”). The documents 

show that Mr Kuhadas’ half interest in the Jalan Melor Property was registered 

 
63  Appellant’s Affidavit in AD/CA 69/2021 at paras 12‒13.  
64  Respondent’s Skeletal Arguments at para 15.  
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on 6 June 2021.65 We note that this was after the trial had concluded on 8 April 

2021 but before the decision below was rendered on 30 June 2021. According 

to the appellant, the purpose of adducing these documents was to show that 

Mr Kuhadas’ half interest in the Jalan Melor Property, valued at approximately 

S$1.815m, was “probably sufficient to satisfy the full [Judgment Sum]” and 

therefore the appellant’s loss was “wholly recoverable”.66 Based on the 

appellant’s arguments, these documents go to the issues of loss or loss of a 

chance. However, as noted above, the appellant has not even established breach 

of duty of care and causation. Accordingly, we do not consider the Category 4 

documents to be material.   

Conclusion 

90 For the foregoing reasons, we dismiss the appeal. As for costs, having 

considered the parties’ submissions, we award the respondents costs of the 

appeal and SUM 5 fixed at $70,000 (all-in). The usual consequential orders will 

apply. 

Belinda Ang Saw Ean 
Justice of the Court of Appeal 

  Kannan Ramesh  
Judge of the Appellate Division  

 
65  Appellant’s Affidavit in AD/CA 69/2021 at p 20.  
66  AWS in SUM 5 at para 27. 
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Hoo Sheau Peng 
Judge of the High Court 

   

The appellant in person; 
Anparasan s/o Kamachi and Vinodhan Gunasekaran (WhiteFern 

LLC) for the respondents.  
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